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Atomic structures of the reconstructed Si~113! surfaces were studied by using Kikuchi electron holography
~KEH!. Three-dimensional images show clearly the characteristics of the puckering model for both Si~113!-
~332! and ~331! surfaces. The KEH results support the puckering model. Based on our studies, the tetramers
are puckering alternatively in the ~332! surface. Whereas in ~331! structures, there are two domains, within
each of them, tetramers buckled uniformly, but the overall directions are opposite. When doped with H atoms
on a ~332! surface, the asymmetric tetramers change into symmetric form. @S0163-1829~99!51116-8#Surface structures of the reconstructed Si~113! surfaces
have been studied for many years. The Si~113! surface is the
only one stable high index surface between the Si~100! and
Si~111! surfaces and has potential application values.1 Vari-
ous experimental techniques, such as low-energy electron
diffraction ~LEED!, scanning tunneling microscopy, high-
resolution electron-energy loss spectroscopy, surface-x-ray-
diffraction, etc., have been used to determine surface
structure.2–13 However, no consensus has been reached. One
class of commonly mentioned models is Ranke’s ~331!-2
model ~R model! @Fig. 1~a!# and its modified versions.3 An-
other one is the recently proposed interstitial model ~D
model! @Fig. 1~b!# by Dabrowski, Mussig, and Wolff.8 In the
R model, the surface contains the dimers and the adatoms
that are known to reduce effectively the number of dangling
bonds, and thus lowering the surface energy. Wang et al.11
conducted an ab initio pseudopotential total-energy-
minimization calculation, and they arrived at the oppositely
puckered model @Fig. 1~c!#, which is topologically similar to
the R-~331!-2 model. In the D model, there exists an inter-
stitial atom @I.A. in Fig. 1~b!# that is sixfold coordinated.
This was first proposed based on STM studies and ab initio
total-energy calculations.8
In this paper, we shall address two important issues con-
cerning the surface structural determination of Si~113! sur-
face. First is to resolve the controversial model of the recon-
structed Si~113! surface. The second concerns the structural
change on the Si~113! surface with/without hydrogen adsorp-
tion.
It has been a decade since the first initiation of electron
emission holography ~EEH!.14 This technique utilizes the
electron wave from an internal local source ~e.g., photoelec-
tron, Kikuchi electron, etc.! as the reference wave. The
multiple-energy electron interference patterns are then nu-
merically reconstructed to obtain local atomic images near
the emitters. However, until today, most of the EEH works
were confirming the known surface structures. In this paper
we apply this technique to an unsolved structure, i.e.,
Si~113!, and it is our purpose that this work will relinquish
doubt about the EEH capability.
Kikuchi electron holography ~KEH!,15 in which the exci-
tation source is an incident electron beam, has advantagesPRB 590163-1829/99/59~16!/10453~4!/$15.00such as high resolution ~;0.6 Å!, low artifacts, using simple
equipment, being easy to reproduce the experimental results,
and working well for the multiple emitter cases. The refer-
ence wave of electron diffraction is a quasielastically scat-
tered electron wave from the surface atoms ~emitters!. The
interference between the reference wave from the emitter and
the object wave scattered by a nearby atom ~scatterer! results
in the measured Kikuchi electron diffraction pattern.
Multiple-energy Kikuchi patterns are used to reconstruct the
real-space images through a multiple-energy phase summing
method.16,17 The process of image reconstruction contains no
adjustable parameters. The image results are displayed by
setting the emitter at the origin. The relative position of a
nearby scatterer to the emitter is a local maximum in the
three-dimensional ~3D! reconstructed R space. The surface
sensitivity of KEH is enhanced by using an off-normal
incident-and-detection configuration of the retarding field
analyzer. The technique reveals not only the building blocks
of the surface, but also the 3D relative positions between the
atoms in the outermost layer and the atoms below.18
FIG. 1. Topview of Si~113! structure models: ~a! The
R-~331!-2 tetramer model, ~b! interstitial D model, ~c! puckering
tetramer ~332! model, ~d! puckering tetramer ~331! model. The
smaller circle represents the atom that is farther from the vacuum.R10 453 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Si~113!-~332! surface. The incident e beam is
70° from the surface normal and is along @33-2#.
~a!–~c! Atomic images in the planes for
z520.822 Å, z520.274 Å, and z510.548 Å,
respectively. ~d! The intensity profile along the
line linking the image spots 1 and 4.The sample was cut from a boron-doped Si~113! commer-
cial wafer with a resistivity of 0.01 V cm. After standard
chemical cleaning, a protected oxide layer was formed on the
surface. The sample was then transferred into the UHV
chamber ~the base pressure is 2310210 Torr) through a load
lock and degassed at 700 °C for 18 h by direct current heat-
ing. The temperature was monitored by a pyrometer. Repeat-
edly flashing the sample to 1200 °C for 10 s always results in
a ~332! reconstruction. The pressure did not exceed
1.031029 Torr during flashing. For hydrogen dosing, the
sample was placed in front of a W filament heated to 2300 K
where H2 was thermally cracked into H radicals.
A three-grid rearview LEED optics and a digitized charge
coupled device camera were used to record the Kikuchi pat-
terns. Polar angular span of the measured Kikuchi patterns is
from 12° to 50°, due to the constraint of our LEED optics. In
order to enhance the surface sensitivity, the electron beam is
incident 70° from the surface normal. A total of 56 Kikuchi
patterns with constant wave-vector interval ~Dk50.05 atomic
unit! were recorded. The energy range is from 108 to 356
eV. The suppressor energy was set to be 10 eV.
At room temperature, the observed LEED patterns were
changed gradually from ~332! to ~331! structure within sev-
eral hours. Similar observations were reported in the previ-
ous literature.2,6 Special attention was paid to ensure that
measured Kikuchi patterns were not muddled by the gradual
transition. Usually, Kikuchi patterns of the ~332! structure
were measured immediately after the sample preparation.
The entire 56-energy experiment takes less than 15 min. We
use 32 energies ranging from 115 to 250 eV for the image
conversion.
Figure 2 shows the reconstructed atomic images of a
Si~113!-~332! surface. All of them are viewed in the planes
parallel to the surface. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! are in the planes
below the emitter for ~a! z520.822 Å, ~b! z520.274 Å,
respectively. Figure 2~c! is in the plane above the emitter for
z510.548 Å. Note that the incident e beam is 70° from the
surface normal and is along the @33-2# direction, and thus the
image spots 1–5 are clearly in the backward scattering con-
figuration. As a reference, the image spot 3 ~x50.0 Å, y52.4Å, z520.3 Å!, with the strongest intensity, is the holo-
graphic image caused by the Si atom pairs at the bulk sites
such as atoms A and B @Fig. 1~a!#, where A is considered to
be an emitter and B is a scatterer. The position of image spot
3 can be compared very well with the expected position ~0.0
Å, 2.35 Å, 20.41 Å!. The resolution of the reconstructed
images estimated by the size at full width of half maximum
of the image spot 3 is ;0.6 Å.
Since the holographic image between the bulk atom pairs
will result only in the integral multiples of 1.92 Å for the x
coordinate, the image spots 1, 2 at ~61.0 Å, 2.1 Å, 20.9 Å!
and the image spots 4, 5 at ~60.9 Å, 2.3 Å, 10.5 Å! must be
related to the surface reconstructed atoms. These four spots
cannot be accounted for by the R model or by the D model.
In the R model @see Fig. 1~a!#, two dimerized atoms E, C
together with the nearby surface atoms D, F form an inclined
coplanar tetramer structure. The image spots 1 and 2 might
be explained with the emitter-scatterer pairs E-F ~for spot 1!
and C-D ~for spot 2!, respectively. However, no other atomic
pairs in the R model can be found to fit the reconstructed
image spots 4, 5 that situate in the image plane above the
emitter. Thus, the R model is insufficient to explain our ex-
perimental data. In the interstitial model ~D model!, a flat
pentagon is the building block on the top of surface, while an
interstitial atom ~which is sixfold coordinated! is inserted
beneath the pentagon @Fig. 1~b!#. If the D model is right, one
should observe some atomic images near z50.0 Å. However,
no image spots were found. In our KEH images, neither the
image from atomic pair in the pentagon nor the image from
atomic pair between the pentagon atoms and the interstitial
atom have been observed. So we exclude the D model as a
candidate to explain our KEH images.
The facts that the image spots 1, 4 ~or spots 2, 5! have
similar x,y coordinate values and on the opposite sides of the
z50 ~emitter! plane have guided us to the conception that the
tetramer is puckered. The puckered tetramer, atoms G, H, I,
and J in Fig. 1~c!, can be obtained by pulling up atoms C, F
and pushing down atoms D, E @Fig. 1~a!# to the extent of
about 0.4 Å. The image spot 2 is the holographic image as
viewing from atoms G to H, and spot 4 is the holographic
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Si~113!-~332! surface when the incident e beam
is 69° from the surface normal and is along
@1-10#. ~a! Atomic images above the emitter
plane for z510.548 Å; ~b!–~f! atomic images
ranging from z50.0 to 21.370 Å. In ~b!, no im-
age spot is observed, except the tails of spots 7
and 8. The holographic images of the buckled
dimer pairs are spots 6 and 7.image viewing from atom I to J. While the image spots 1, 5
come from the other oppositely puckered tetramer ~atoms K,
L, M, and N!. The puckering tetramer model was first initi-
ated by Wang et al. through ab initio total-energy-
minimization calculations.11 From the image shown in Fig.
2, we can thus infer that two kinds of tetramers, puckering in
different directions, exist on the Si~113!-~332! surface. In-
deed, our reconstructed images fit well with the puckered
tetramer model.
As pointed out in the original proposal of Ranke’s
~331!-2, ~332!-2 model,2 the gradual ~332! ~331! trans-
formation and the ~332! ~331!-H experiments involved
the change of the configuration of the dimer ~or tetramers!.
But until today, no experimental evidence has ever been re-
ported for the existence of the distorted tetramer. Our recon-
structed images reveal the characteristics of the distortion of
building blocks on the Si~113! surface.
Since only the atoms in a backward-scattering configura-tion will be imaged, we can observe the specific atom pairs
by choosing a proper electron incidence direction. In order to
image the buckled dimer in the tetramer, we also performed
the experiment in which the sample was 90° rotated. The
incidence electron was 69° off from the surface normal and
along the @1-10# direction. The reconstructed images are
shown in Fig. 3. Again, we do not observe any image spot in
the z50.0 Å plane except the tails of spots 7, 8. The ob-
served image spots can be expected if we apply the pucker-
ing tetramer model. The brightest image spot 9 at ~2.1 Å, 0.4
Å, 21.1 Å! can be attributed to the bulk atom pair P, Q and
is expected at ~1.92 Å, 0.60 Å, 21.22 Å!. The holographic
image of the buckled dimer ~viewing from M and K! is the
image spot 7 at ~2.2 Å, 20.2 Å, 20.6 Å!. The dimer buckled
in opposite direction ~viewing from I to G! results in the
image spot 6 at ~2.2 A, 0.2 Å, 0.5 Å!. The image spot 8 at
~1.7 Å, 1.4 Å, 20.6 Å! comes from the adatom-bulk atomic
pair T, U, while the image spot 10 at ~1.5 Å, 21.1 Å, 21.1FIG. 4. ~Color! Reconstructed atomic images
of the ~a! Si~113!-~331!-H surface after a H2
dose of 60 L , ~b! Si~113!-~131!-H surface after a
H2 dose of 300 L. The experimental condition is
the same as that of Fig. 2. The image spots 13
and 14 vanish after a H2 dose of 300 L.
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The image spot at 11 ~1.2 Å, 2.2 Å, 21.3 Å! might be at-
tributed to the holographic image of the atomic pair G, H in
the tetramer. The above assignments consist with the result
of the ab initio calculation by Wang et al. within an error bar
of 0.4 Å.11
As to the Si~113!-~331! structure, the observed ~331!
structure can persist for more than 24 h. We also carried out
KEH experiments on the ~331! structure with similar experi-
mental and inversion conditions. The incidence electron
beam is 67° from the surface normal and along the @33-2#
direction. The atomic images reconstructed from the ~331!
structure resemble those from the ~332! structure. Not only
do the positions of the imaged spots coincide with each
other, but also the imaged spots have similar intensities. This
observation has suggested that ~a! the tetramers are puckered
in both ~332! and ~331! structures, ~b! there are two oppo-
sitely puckered configurations of tetramers on both ~332!
and ~331! surfaces.
Compared with ~332! structure, the size of unit cell of
~331! structure is reduced to one half, so there exists only
one puckering tetramer in ~331! unit cell. However, two
oppositely puckered tetramers are observed with KEH. In
order to exhibit the fact that ~331! LEED pattern and also
the reconstructed images is symmetric about the @33-2# di-
rection, the only possibility is that there are two kinds of
domains coexisting on the ~331! surface. While on the
~332! surface, there are two oppositely puckered tetramers
in one unit cell. Therefore, similar reconstructed holographic
images of the ~332! and ~331! surface structures are ex-
pected and observed.
We also performed KEH experiments on the Si~113!-
~331!-H surface. With a dose of 60 L ~1 langmuir
51026 Torr s) of hydrogen gas, only the symmetric tetram-
ers @Fig. 1~a!# were observed, which is different from the
clean Si~113!-~331! surface. The KEH image, obtained with
an experimental condition similar to that of Fig. 2, is shown
in Fig. 4~a!. The image spots 13, 14 at ~61.0 Å, 2.0 Å, 20.3
Å! are believed to originate from the atomic pair C, D and
E,F within the symmetric tetramer. The image spot 12 at ~0.0Å, 2.2 Å, 20.3 Å! is from the bulk atomic pair A and B. The
relative positions of the above assignment is consistent with
the structure of Si~113!-~331!-H determined by LEED-IV
studies.6 If the hydrogen dose is increased even further ~300
L!, the LEED patterns change into ~131! symmetry. The
intensity of image spots 13 and 14 fades away as shown in
Fig. 4~b!, probably indicating the breaking of the dimers
while Si-H2 was formed on the Si~113!-H surface.
In conclusion, the capability of KEH to determine an un-
known surface structure is confirmed. KEH has been suc-
cessfully applied to analyze many surface structures.15,18 In
this work, we use this technique to test on a controversial
surface model. Without any adjusted or fitting parameters,
the relative positions of the surface atoms are directly ob-
tained by inverting the multiple-energy Kikuchi patterns.
When applying the KEH method to Si~113! reconstructed
surfaces, we find that the reconstructed images can be ex-
plained within the puckering tetramer model, which was also
suggested by an ab initio energy-minimization calculation.8
The puckered tetramers are observed to exist on both clean
~331! and ~332! surfaces. For clean ~332! surface, two tet-
ramers in a unit cell are oppositely puckered. For a clean
~331! surface, tetramers puckering in the same direction
form domains, and two kinds of domains with different con-
figurations coexist on the surface. Thus the observed
~332! ~331! transition that occurred gradually can be in-
terpreted as the reordering of tetramer puckering direction.
When the hydrogen atoms were adsorbed on the Si~113!-
~332! surface, the puckered tetramers become symmetrical.
Such change can be attributed to the reduction of the sp2
characteristics of the bonds formed by atoms K, L, M, P or I,
G, J, V when the dangling bonds of atoms K and I are satu-
rated by adsorbing of hydrogen atoms ~see Fig. 1!. Further
increase of hydrogen dose will break the dimer atomic pair
and the surface returns to the ~131! symmetry.
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